Education and Outreach
Outreach is an important piece of CMIDD’s
overall mission. As an academic research institute, we strive to create free, in-depth educational opportunities for students, researchers,
faculty, and the public.
Throughout the year, we organize:
•
•

•

Visiting lectures and seminars to explore
therapeutic development and chemical biology research topics
Workshops and instrument demonstrations
that offer training on basic as well as novel instrumentation uses for more effective
results
An annual symposium featuring a keynote
lecture, scientific poster session and networking reception
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Graduate Student Training
CMIDD collaborates with the Driskill Graduate Program and the Interdisciplinary Biological Sciences
Graduate Program to direct the Chemical Biology
and Drug Discovery research cluster. This cluster provides an interdisciplinary learning
environment for students interested
in molecular sciences with a focus
on biological systems and therapeutic discovery. Trainees gain skills and
knowledge within these topics while
delving more deeply into their respective disciplinary education and
area of research interest.

Cluster students are
eligible to receive one
of four annual stipends to support
travel to
national
conferences.

The Center for Molecular Innovation and Drug
Discovery is proud to be affiliated with the
Chemistry of Life Processes Institute and the
Robert H. Lurie Comprehensive Cancer Center of
Northwestern University.
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Resources and Research Capabilities

Translating Basic
Discoveries into
Revolutionary Treatments

Cheminformatics &
Molecular Modeling

Medicinal &
Synthetic Chemistry

•

•

•
•
•

State-of-the-art drug design software utilizes a GPU accelerated research cluster to
rapidly produce results
Cost and time-efficient hit ID & lead discovery process
Integrate chemical and biological data to
identify and optimize drugs
Developed new methods to identify and
predict compounds with desirable druglike properties

Contact: Dr. Rama Mishra
Senior Cheminformatics Specialist
r-mishra@northwestern.edu | 847.491.5335

Projects and Contributions
•

Our neurology collaborators have shown a unique
mechanism to modulate TRIP8b activity without
producing cardiac effects, and we are using these
findings to develop new antidepressants (Mol Psychiatry. 12 July 2016; doi: 10.1038/mp.2016.99).

•

Contact: Dr. Gary Schiltz
Director of Chemistry, ChemCore
gary-schiltz@northwestern.edu | 847.467.2287

ChemCore
ChemCore is a core facility within CMIDD that offers specialized drug discovery expertise to investigators internally and externally on a fee for service
basis. ChemCore’s dedicated staff of computational and medicinal chemists
design and synthesize novel small molecules that are suitable for therapeutic
development for collaborative projects with physicians and faculty scientists.
Do you need translational data for grant applications? Looking for more powerful results for a higher impact publication? Or are you searching for assistance developing basic research into novel intellectual property?
Contact ChemCore's experienced research team for assistance.
ChemCore was presented the 2016 Outstanding Core Facility Award by the
Northwestern Office of Research which recognizes core facilities for their impressive performance and notable contributions to the scientific community.
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•

We have identified the MAP2K4 protein as a critical
mediator of metastasis in prostate cancer and are
developing inhibitors that could lead to development of first generation anti metastatic agents.

•

ing

•

Our team identified the first small molecules to display agonist behavior against the CXCR4 receptor,
enabling new basic and translational research for
this drug target (Sci Rep. 26 Jul 2016; 6:30155).

•

Hit-to-lead chemistry to enhance the
drug-like properties of a compound
Design and synthesis of novel analogs
with improved potency, ADME and IP
properties
Synthesis of tool and reference compounds
Preparation of fluorescently-tagged and
biotinylated molecules
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CMIDD is the collaborative cornerstone between biologists and chemists to translate
basic scientific discoveries into promising
therapeutic candidates. Our dynamic interdisciplinary platform bridges together chemical biology and pathophysiological processes, advancing small-molecule discovery into
ground breaking therapeutic treatment.
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